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3 days – Amanohashidate, Ine and Amarube viaduct  

 

 
Day 1  Morning   Tokaido Shinkansen from Tokyo to Kyoto 
     Arrival at Kyoto and change to limited express Hashidate  
     Arrival at Amanohashidate station  
     Sightseeing in Amanohashidate 
     Chionji temple / Amanohashidate View land 

 

     Overnight at ryokan inn or hotel in Miyabe city  
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Day 2   Morning  Local bus from Amanohashidate to Ine 
     Short sightseeing in Ine and bay cruise  
 

      

 

 

Local bus from Ine to Iwatakiguchi 
Local train from Iwatakiguchi to Kinosaki onsen via Toyooka  

     
     Overnight in Kinosaki onsen hot spring(ryokan inn)  
 
Day 3  Morning   Local train from Kinosaki onsen to Amarube 
     Arrival at Amarube  
     Visit Amarube viaduct  
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     Local train from Amarube to Kinosaki onsen  

     Change to limited express Konotori bound for Shin-Osaka 
     Arrival at Shin-Osaka and change to Tokaido Shinkansen  
     Arrival at Tokyo  
 

 

Amanohashidate  
One of the Japan's three scenic views, a shoal, sandbar in Miyazu bay in Miyazu city, located in northern Kyoto prefecture. It is the 
second most popular destination in Kyoto prefecture after Kyoto city. In 2013, 1.78 million tourists visited this famous sandbar. 
Amanohashidate can be seen clearly at Amanohashidate View land as Hiryukan; skyward dragon.  
 

Ine 
A fishing village with a long and rich history, regarded as one of the most beautiful villages in Japan, famous for Funaya boat houses 
around the bay. 

 

Amarube viaduct  
One of the most famous train bridges in Japan, 300 meters long and 40 meters above ground.  

 
Tour includes:  

Tour escort: English speaking tour escort will meet you at Tokyo station on day 1 and accompany you till day 3, 

terminating at Tokyo station.   

 

Accommodation: 3/4 stars ryokan/hotel in Miyabe and in Kinosaki onsen. Twin/Double room basis. Single room can 

be booked with extra supplement. 

 

Train tickets: Tokaido Shinkansen train between Tokyo and Kyoto (Ordinary/2nd class seat, possible to upgrade to 

Green car/1st class). Limited express Hashidate from Kyoto to Amanohashidate stations (Ordinary/2nd class seat, 

possible to upgrade to Green car/1st class). Iwatakiguchi station to Kinosaki onsen station by local train. Kinosaki 

onsen to Amarube by local train.  Amarube to Kinosaki onsen by local train. Limited express Konotori (Ordinary/2nd 

class seat, possible to upgrade to Green car/1st class) between Kinosaki onsen and Shin-Osaka. Tokaido Shinkansen 

train from Shin-Osaka to Tokyo (Ordinary/2nd class seat, possible to upgrade to Green car/1st class).  

 

Bus ticket: Local bus for Amanohashidate – Ine – Iwatakiguchi.  
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Bay cruise in Ine.  

       

Admission: Amanohashidate View land  

 

Meal: Buffet breakfast on day 2 and 3.  You will have opportunities to have hot meals for lunch and dinner on your 

expense, advised by tour escort on the spot.  

 

Others: 

Advised to bring backpack or carry-on suitcase.  Large suitcase should be left at your hotel/residence in Tokyo.  

 

 

Rate: Please contact Tessera and get the best rate! 

 

     

 

 
 

 


